BOOK SURVEY

The Bedside Bible, an Anthology for the Quiet Hours. Selected and arranged by Arthur Stanley. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, 1961. 368 pages. $2.95.

Attractive in format and contents, The Bedside Bible will give its readers a better understanding of the Bible. Included in the concise introduction to each section of the book are some of the findings of modern scholarship and recent archeology. The Bible passages selected relate to the history and religion of the time, and the best translation of each passage is used. The result, historically and religiously, is a “delightful coherent story of the Bible.” Evident to the most casual reader will be the evolution of the belief in one God. To readers of all ages this book offers hours of pleasure, information, and quiet inspiration.


This unusual collection of articles written by specialists in their fields answers a wide range of questions. The flood, the manna of Sinai, musical instruments of Israel, the Qumran scrolls, etc., are topics examined scientifically by the archeologist, who compares the evidence with the biblical texts. The illustrations are excellent. We warmly recommend the book.


This book is meant to appeal to the theologian as well as the layman. It supplies the historical setting of Jesus’ times and dwells especially on the interpretation of the teachings of the Gospel. Modern interpretations of the Sermon on the Mount, including the radical opinions of Tolstoi and Marx, are part of the text. We gladly recommend the book.


Rudolf Bultmann contended that the Gospel message itself must be stripped of its “mythological dress” and be seen as the truth of man’s encounter with God. Bishop Neill has struggled with Italian and German texts, as well as existing English translations, to present Bultmann’s theories to the English reader. For the layman the reading is rather heavy.


Dr. Russell Dicks early in his career realized that he could heal people. So he began learning all he could about religion, psychology, psychiatry, and counseling. He made himself available to people and to institutions that seemed to need him. But he longed to reach the thousands who could never see. Here is his treatment, packed into a little book which presents his philosophy of health. Learn from this wise physician of souls how the healing power of God can always be found contending for your redemption from destructive emotions and crippling pain.
The Unsheltered Child

The Bethlehem scene is our refuge at a time when we feel threatened as never before. Modern man, so eager to use terms like “myth,” “image,” and “archetype,” suddenly finds himself envying lowly shepherds before the manger. Once more he wants to listen to the celestial chorus of salvation. Although he knows of the fear which man-made shelters create, he also knows how such anxieties vanish in the presence of the spirit to which he now opens his heart.

The presence of the child has more meaning in our day than in former ages. His mute message is the messianic redemption of future man. It is a message delivered not from the orderly schools of rabbis, who pass it on to Christendom, but coming from a living reality in the midst of chaos. The Bethlehem stable offered, indeed, no physical guarantee of survival at a moment when a power-mad king prepared for the murder of untold babes. Little do we remember the cries of their mothers and the brutalities of the soldiers, circumstances which actually heighten the beauty of the idyll in the stable. How few painters have depicted the scenes of misery attending the slaughter of the Innocents, compared to those who never tired of adorning the nativity!

We may well explain this fact by man’s ever-growing need for adoration in the midst of cynicism and despair. Our readiness to kneel down among the illiterates expresses our faith in the ongoing work of the spirit of the Christ child. Fascists of all ages have tried to murder faith, hope, and charity in all their manifestations; yet they never succeeded. The majesty of the Bethlehem child is still with us, again reclaiming the prodigious wasteland which we are so busy producing. Bethlehem admits us once more to the presence of a far-away secret. A sudden shaft of illumination invades the dark and violent regions of our modern endeavors. We know that the Bethlehem child was later to venture the ultimate in spirit, a risk which we neither dare nor care to take. We substitute for this quest a hectic spell of giving and taking, as though the spark of true charity could ever be kindled on the wet wood of selfhood. And then we tuck away the lovely Bethlehem scene for another year in the attics and cellars of dusty neglect.

The unsheltered child will nevertheless continue to live and speak. In our best moments we shall feel moved to follow our inward voice as trustingly as the three kings followed their star to Bethlehem. And in the midst of our eager planning for assorted kinds of safety, our thoughts will always attempt to find refuge in the open shelter which is radiant with heavenly light.

It is not for us to forget the cries of mothers, babies, and orphans all over the world. Nor must we forget the designs of rulers who even now poke a tentative finger at the Bible for the sake of good public relations. We are threatened as never before, and therefore we ourselves threaten others as we never did in the past. The scene is more fevered than at any previous time. But the Bethlehem stable is likely to be more crowded than ever.

The story is told that St. Francis of Assisi built a manger in a grotto of the mountains where wild animals had their shelter. He made the figure of the Christ child from wax and laid it in the manger. During the night the monks, unprotected as they were, walked in a long procession across the mountains, each one holding a lighted candle. When they knelt down before the manger and St. Francis took the child upon his arms, the waxen figure became alive. But no one seemed surprised, because the child had really come alive in the hearts of the visiting monks. And even the wild animals were meek and mute in adoration.

Russian Orthodoxy Joins the World Council

When on November 20 in New Delhi, India, the World Council of Churches decided to admit the Russian Orthodox Church to membership, along with more than twenty other groups from several continents, the Orthodox Church received 142 affirmative votes of the total number of 149 votes cast. The Orthodox Church adds an estimated 50 million believers to the 200 million which the ecumenical fellowship numbered before Russia was admitted.

The abrupt breach between Church and state during the Russian Revolution 1917-18 showed its first signs of healing during the last war. The Russian people rose in unanimous defense against the Nazi invaders. Sacri-
offices of appalling dimensions were made, and untold sufferings were the lot of the simple people who gave life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland. The Orthodox Church rallied to the call as though no rift had ever occurred between the Communaist government and the organized Church membership. That the Church donated six million rubles for the maintenance of the troops was never forgotten, apart from the numerous additional signs of convincing patriotism. Naturally, the Church, like all life and limb for their fatherland.

Not As the World Gives

"And on earth peace, good will among men." From the time that Luke wrote these hopeful words until now a large segment of the human race has echoed them annually in holiday hymns and pageantry.

Although the hope for peace and good will among men has no doubt frequently been sincere, it seems like bitter irony that Christendom itself has often been racked and tormented with ill will, hatred, and strife. Through the centuries Christian peoples have many times been the instigators and the leaders in war and intrigue. Our own generation is grievously beset by ill will and bad faith among all nations, and harassed by the constant threat of war. Is it then that the salt of good will its savor, something more than the absence of hostility is imperative. Peace and good will do not fall upon us like rain or manna from heaven; we must build them into our spiritual structure. Nor do the ingredients of good will force themselves upon us; we must purchase them, sometimes at great cost to our own pride and our own desires.

"World that even today you knew the things that make for peace?" Jesus had labored hard and long to teach his people the way of peace through love, humility, meekness, and mercy; but now as he looked down upon the city from the Mount of Olives, he felt a wave of despair come over him, for he saw that the things that make for peace were not in the hearts of men.

At this season, when it is traditional to celebrate the "glad tidings" of the imminence of peace and good will, there is a great show of generosity and kindness among men, when an added aura of goodness and piety seems to surround us, we might well ask ourselves, "Do we know the way of peace? Do we know the things that make for peace?"

"Peace I leave with you," said Jesus, "my peace I give to you; not as the world gives do I give you." We have experienced the kind of peace that the world gives, uneasy, compromised, insecure; in the path of the world's peace lies little justice. The peoples of the earth are filled with bitterness: one man against another, race against race, creed against creed, nations against nations.
Even while men celebrate the birth of the Prince of Peace, the land is full of bloody crimes and violence, nations harass and crush other nations, disaster comes upon disaster, rumor follows rumor, and men's hearts are in anguish and in fear of the day of vengeance. But while the kings and the rulers of the earth conspire and take counsel, "he who sits in the heavens laughs," laughs at the foolishness in man's thinking that in his own wisdom he can be master of himself and of his world. "God opposes the proud, but gives grace to the humble. . . He yearns jealously over the spirit which he has made to dwell in us."

Jesus was speaking of a peace that dwells within the spirit of man, not one that is legislated or engendered by fear of reprisal and destruction. He was speaking of the untrodden heart, the spirit that has found a sense of at-one-ment with the Creator and created, a soul that has tasted of spiritual maturity and graceful humility. He was speaking of ataraksia, an inner quietude that sets men free from the tyranny of emotional passions: anger, hatred, jealousy, quarrelsomeness, revenge, and spitefulness. He was speaking of sophrosyne, an inner discipline that guides and restrains the will into wise behavior, moderation, and sobriety in all things. He was speaking of agape, a deep, inner sensitivity through which one reaches out into the lives, the hopes, and the sufferings of other men and of other beings; an attitude of love that seeks to identify itself with all creatures, as well as with the Creator.

The picture of Moses before the burning bush symbolizes the challenge to humility that life places before all men, a trial to test their willingness to see the divine in even the lowliest of things. In ancient Hebrew literature fire often was used to symbolize the mystic presence of God. The bush, something perhaps not much more than a desert tumbleweed, is representative of the innumerable lovely things springing from the creative hand of God; and the fire that envelops but does not consume the bush is a sign of the eternal presence of the divine in all things.

If a man is mystically attuned to the divine in creation, he can see some beauty and feel a sense of peace in the kinship of things: in mountains and plains, oceans and rivers, stormy skies and balmy sunshine, trees and flowers, strange mysteries and the commonplace things in life, in life itself and in death. In the words of Job, he "will be in league with the stones of the field, and the beasts of the field will be at peace with" him.

The burning bush may be a neighbor, men of different race or creed, a fellow man in distant lands. It may be a beast of burden, a pet, the weeds in the garden, or the pebbles on the beach. It may be a beautiful sunset, the gentle shadows in the moonlight, the fragrance of a rose, or the sweetness of ripening fruit. It may be the crying of a helpless child, the tears of those who mourn, the whining of a dog, or a sigh of despair. It may be the laughter of children, the merry ringing of bells, the stirring rhythms of hymns, and the cheerful greetings of friends. Whatever the burning bush and wherever it may be found, it will be a challenge to us to meditate upon the divine law of which it is a part. Whoever meditates on the law of the Lord will draw life from the very source of peace and hope, "like a tree planted by the streams of water."

To meditate in the law of the Lord is to wait and worship at the feet of all that is eternal. The man who spends his days meditating on nothing but material gains, politics, power, conquest, and pleasure will reflect these in his life and have little kinship with the peace of inner quietude, inner discipline, and outgoing love. The man who meditates upon the eternal presence of God in the burning bush, and upon the meaning of the light and the shadows of life, will reflect something of the peace of God in his whole being. The secret of peace such as the world cannot give is close fellowship with the eternal mysteries of the burning bush.

Not sacrifice, but love; not burnt offerings, but a knowledge of God; not "thousands of rams or ten thousand rivers of oil"; not treaties and pacts or superiority in arms, but doing justice, loving mercy, and walking humbly with that divine element in all things will bring peace to the souls of men who have forgotten what happiness is. "Thou dost keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on thee," says Isaiah. "O that you had hearkened to my commandments! Then your peace would have been like a river."

Is not this nearness to what is eternal the savor in Luke's good tidings, "Glory to God in the highest, and on earth peace, good will among men"?

HENRY T. WILT

Nazareth to Bethlehem

On December 24 there will be a Christmas Peace Pilgrimage from Nazareth to Bethlehem, Pa., sponsored by the Peace Committees of Baltimore and Philadelphia Yearly Meetings in cooperation with Lehigh Valley Monthly Meeting, Pa. The schedule follows: 12 noon, assemble at Nazareth Center Square; 1 p.m., begin walk (Route 191); 2 p.m., pass Drylands Church, Hecktown, Pa.; 4 p.m., pass front of Liberty High School on Linden Street, Bethlehem; 4:30 p.m., arrive at Zinzendorf Park, sing carols, present gifts for UNICEF. Groups may join the pilgrimage at the beginning or at any of the places listed above.
For Our Children
The Carolers

CHRISTMAS was only a couple of weeks away. The children who played with Daniel were all excited about caroling.

"We'll carry lighted lanterns and stop at each house to sing. You must watch for us," they told Daniel, knowing he was much too small to go with them.

"Please sing 'Jingle Bells' when you come to our house," begged Daniel.

"That's not really a carol, but maybe we will. It's a good tune to sing while we're walking. We'll come to you early," they said.

Old Mrs. Gray who lived next door heard the children talking, and smiled.

All week the boys and girls sang little snatches of the Christmas songs. Then suddenly it was Christmas Eve. Snow had fallen almost all day. The light from Daniel’s window made a golden path across the whiteness.

The Grays loved it when the carolers stopped at their door. No matter how cold it was, they always opened the door and peeped out at the little troupe with their rep caps and lanterns. Presently they saw the lights flickering among the trees and heard the voices of the boys and girls drawing nearer. Soon the little throng, all bundled against the snow, had trampled a path to their door. "O Little Town of Bethlehem" they sang.

The Grays called out, "Thank you! God bless you—and Merry Christmas!"

Next door Daniel could scarcely contain his excitement. "They're coming, mother! I can hear them. They're coming now." But instead of coming to Daniel’s house the children turned down the lane, and in almost no time were out of sight.

"Why aren't they coming?" asked Daniel. "They told us to watch for them early."

"They must have forgotten," said his mother with tears in her voice, for she knew how much Daniel wanted to hear and see this lovely part of Christmas.

"They will come back," Daniel said hopefully. But his mother knew they wouldn't return. As she tucked him into bed, she kissed away the tears on his cheek.

"I'm sure they will come back," said Daniel.

Mr. and Mrs. Gray opened their door and shouted to the carolers, but the children were too far away to hear. As the old couple looked at each other, their eyes were wet with tears.

"Why didn't they stop at Daniel's house? Surely they would not pass him by on purpose, not on Christmas Eve! Come! We must not disappoint this child," they said.

Mr. Gray grabbed a red shawl and put it over his head. Mrs. Gray took an old red curtain and threw it around her shoulders. They lighted two small candles and stepped out into the deep snow and down the bank to Daniel’s house. The light from his upstairs window was still shining.

"Hark the herald angels sing!" they commenced bravely, but their voices trembled, and they had forgotten most of the words. The tune sounded cracked and strange. Mr. Gray's voice broke, and Mrs. Gray was sobbing. They tried another song with easier words:

"Behold that star! Behold that star up yonder! Behold that star! It is the Star of Bethlehem!"

"They're coming back!" shouted Daniel happily as he bounced out of bed. "Listen! They have come back to sing to us. I knew they would!"

"We must sing 'Jingle Bells.' He asked for it especially," whispered Mrs. Gray. There was still a catch in their throats, but they sang it loudly, and this time there was joy in the tune.

"They're singing 'Jingle Bells' just for us!" Little Daniel's eyes were shining.

The Grays held their candles high over their heads and trudged back to their little cottage as Daniel’s mother called out joyously into the darkness, "Merry Christmas! And thank you, one and all!"

"There are only two of us," thought Mr. and Mrs. Gray.

Little did they know that an angelic choir blending with their voices, and heavenly lights which shone beside their two small candles, had come to help them cheer the heart of a little boy who never doubted that the carolers would come to him on Christmas Eve.

KATHERINE HUNN KARNSER

How Many Miles to Bethlehem?

By DOROTHY M. WILLIAMS

The children carry candles.
In darkness their lighted prayers
Cut a flaming stencil.

Wading through ripened meadows,
The children swim in sunlight.
Here grasshoppers are holy.
Through tall dusk their voices carry
Runes to the early star.
Wishes hang like winter apples.
Where do the children vanish?
Listen in the grim night vigil
For the echo of lost child feet,
Caught now in a Bethlehem street.


**Approach of the Magi**  
By Sam Bradley

_Earth, bear love's star! Belief itself has set its light breath-near: a surging, signal flame._

"Better no star than one we cannot claim beyond one night," men quick to blind regret.

—but here's our healing. The three of us are met where stars lead roads, and all our blindness came to sudden belief. _A breath, a newcome name impels us on. Light grows. We follow yet._

Star links with breath. We drowse; it bids awake.  
On, on, past citied death, we prod our trust, impatient heralds. We thrust through hosts to see source of this star, this songown white skyflake dazzling the earth. It holds above our dust God's news of breath. We praise Him breathlessly.

**So Love, Kneel Now**  
By Dorothy M. Williams

_What, say you, is wisdom in the wise?_  
_Wise men rode caravan through desert waste_  
_To follow once, saddle sore, with thirst,_  
_A star unmarked by ordinary eyes._

_What if safety be a dangerous surmise,_  
_And all our freedoms with illusion laced?_  
_What if our enemy be self unfaced,_  
_And from his dead body our own lusts arise?_  

_So Love, kneel now in a lake of fallen heaven_  
_Though bombs rain like comets down the sky_  
_To offer mustard seed—gift yet ungiven._

_Kneel now, while science ponders rocket thrust_  
_And the death-minded dwell on radioactive dust,_  
_To honor the Love Child whom men deny._

---

_MILLIONS have protested that if they had been the innkeeper in the Bethlehem story they would have taken in the holy family, room or no room. "There is room in my heart for Thee!" we sing._

Snow-drifted waits singing on Christmas cards were traditionally invited inside, after oval-mouthed selections beside their quaint lamppost, to share warmth and jollity against the night.

_Somehow, in times of brittle, factory-made gewgaws and spangles, we still are excitedly lifted by the piny scent indoors. Even the shedding tree is witness to living, breathing promise of light._

_If we sing, "My heart this night rejoices," what depth has this joy? Is it so deep that long after the tinsel is all down, joy will have been renewed?_  

_If the Word from God in the universe does enter in, we discover who we are: not solitary, furtive status-seekers, but free, openhanded sharers of undeserved gifts. Christmas reminds us who we are. We come down from it like the shepherds, "glorifying and praising God" and realizing our identity._—Kirkridge Contour, December, 1960, and December, 1959
Christmas in Palestine

HUDA rose in the early dawn. It was cold in the room, and the thick, ancient walls oozed perpetual dampness. The little window hardly ever let the sun’s rays enter, and this morning it was especially dark. Pulling on the old sweater, which was darned and re-darned, she woke up her family.

She shook her head as in a stupor. Why must she be here in these cramped quarters in the ancient part of Jerusalem? Why not in her cozy home with the tidy lawn around it on the other side of the barbed-wire line? Why? Her eyes came to rest on the black wooden cross on the whitewashed wall.

"Yanny yanny, malish," she breathed ("So what, so what, never mind"). Resolutely she picked her way between the mattresses. She clapped her hands cheerfully. "Get up, you lazy bones. The day has started, and there’s lots to do. Christmas will soon be here!"

Nine disheveled heads perked up. Father reached for his clarinet, and, with a fancy introduction, intoned a typically Arab version of a Christmas song. With it there was hope once more. Someday he would be able to play again in a large orchestra as before, in the New City of Jerusalem. He stroked his instrument lovingly. Thanks to God, he had saved his five children, his wife’s little brother and sister, and his own brother’s boy. What’s more, he had gotten a temporary job at the radio station. But how would he keep this large family going on nine pounds ($25) a month?

Meanwhile the children had busily transformed the “house” from a bedroom into a living room. Abdul and Jemal, both taller than their father, had stacked up the mattresses in the niche behind a curtain, and the oldest girl had added the stack of blankets for safekeeping. That out of the way, she rolled a palm-leaf mat on the floor. Before long they all settled on it to eat the meager breakfast of bread, dates, and tea. Christmas was coming soon, and then they would find for breakfast a few squares of pickled goat’s cheese or a bowl of kidney beans. Oh, happy day!

Christian Arabs

Among the thousands of refugees from Israel there are a surprising number of Christian Arabs, just like Huda and her family, who bravely fight their way through these difficult times. Practically all have had a Christian heritage for almost as long as Christianity itself. These Christian Arabs form one of the minority groups in Palestine.

During the first seven centuries after Christ hundreds of churches with live congregations dotted Jordan and Syria, Lebanon and Turkey. Before onrushing Mohammedans the churches themselves crumbled, but not so the faith of these Christians. Those who did not hide were crushed. The others? They gave thanks to God, who had given His only Son for them to live. They made the best of the situation and found ways and means to keep their families alive.

The Mohammedans finally realized they could not uproot Christianity, and so they came to terms. “You can be a Christian if you pay the heavy head tax per member of the family. If you cannot pay? Well, all you have to do is to become a Moslem.” The ancestors of these Christians of today went conscientiously to deliver the head tax. Through the centuries it ruined the wealth of all the tribes. Now these have lost the last bit of their land. In the makeshift refugee villages, however, hardly ever is a Christian family found, because faith in Christ makes them work harder than ever to provide for their own.

Festivity and Reverence

Into all this confusion moves Christmas Day, which itself is a time of confusion. Here in this ancient land modern time calculation and ancient time reckonings meet. It is possible to celebrate Christmas five times a year in Jerusalem. The modern calendar ushers in the various observances of Christmas.

Jerusalem itself turns into the world’s choicest tourist fairyland. Lampions throw a magic light through the wet and narrow alleys. Signs in all modern languages advertise wares. Candy trays in rainbow colors are enhanced with an electric glow. Thousands of paper garlands carefully preserved from last year change the open vendors’ shops overnight, hiding the dismal poverty.

Families who are fortunate enough to own a bedstead and have two rooms will sleep in one room on the floor in order to rent the bed in the other room to a tourist. A doctor’s car may turn into a taxi, and a donkey driver turn into a tourist guide. Now, and at Easter time, they will earn more from the tourists than all the rest of the year.

By January 6 all the “Merry Christmas” signs in the shops have turned Armenian, and faithful Armenians flock around the sacred places of worship. On January 8 the priests visit each family in their congregations, offering a prayer and leaving a blessed wafer. The housewife puts this into the bottom of her flour bin with fervent prayers that it may never run empty.
On January 18 the Greek Orthodox Church celebrates its Christmas. This celebration does not bring a great influx of wealth into Jerusalem, but a great variety of color. Generally, older Greek men and women in their traditional holiday garb come to Jerusalem, a once-in-a-lifetime pilgrimage. For this day they have saved every spare penny. Now they are thrilled to walk over the very same stony paths and hills which their Lord walked. Any food the sook (market center) has to offer is good enough. Any shelter the Church can provide is thankfully accepted.

Whichever their day of Christmas, the various clergy stay home the morning of their third festival day. Then the clergy of the noncelebrating denominations pay them a call. Sometimes common troubles are discussed, or common achievements applauded. Often language difficulties leave conversation to friendly gestures as the visitors warm their hands on a cup of coffee. They seldom stay long. In their holiday finery they thread their way through the din of the Moslem weekday, taking their Christian wishes to the next pastor.

There was Christmas Eve for us, too. We experienced it out in those hills near Bethlehem in the Shepherds' Field. Jerusalem is separated from Bethlehem by several deep ravines, and through these winds the new road, in itself a considerable engineering feat. The ancient camel route of the three Wise Men is cut off by barbed wire. We followed the hazardous road. What would we find in the light drizzle up yonder?

Before a cave we met Protestants from all over the world. A pungent smell not found anywhere else permeated the air. The shepherds' oven under the eaves of the cave was tightly plastered up, hiding in its hot interior a real Bedouin meal for all to share afterward. Two shepherds kept watch. Shortly before the service we were handed a program, printed in both English and Arabic. Because we read from front to back and the Arabs from back to front, we met in the middle at the end of the service.

Looking over the crowd who had gathered, we realized that most of us, like the Magi of the New Testament, had come a long way to worship here—from many countries, many backgrounds, many races. When part of the second chapter of Matthew was read, "... and lo, the star which they had seen in the East went before them, till it came to rest over the place where the child was," we all looked up. A miracle! Gone was the drizzle, gone were the clouds, and in the heavens innumerable stars looked down upon us. We felt in our hearts the words, "When they saw the star, they rejoiced exceedingly with great joy."

HILDEGARD WIENCKE

Action on Route 40

A NEWS article in The Washington Post on November 13, 1961, announced that a mass Freedom Ride along Route 40 in Maryland scheduled for the following Saturday had been called off. The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) had planned the ride to protest restaurants that refused to serve Negroes. Leaders canceled the demonstration after an announcement that 35 of about 75 of the Maryland restaurant owners had agreed to desegregate their services by November 22. In the article, CORE Directors James Farmer and Julius W. Hobson were reported as saying, "We offer the remaining restaurants until December 15—Bill of Rights Day—to desegregate. If not, we shall feel free to take necessary action."

An indignant response to this statement was given in the letters column of the same newspaper a day or two later. Jere Real, Editor of Campus Conservative, Charlottesville, Virginia, was forthright in saying that he had read the article with some degree of antagonism. His concern was for the property owners involved, the restaurateurs. He asked, "What has happened to basic American right of property ownership when an avowed political action pressure group... can issue such orders of compliance to private property owners?" He said that all persons have rights under a republican form of government and that true freedom was never attained by banning the rights of the majority to effect a token gesture toward a minority.

But can the matter be dismissed as only a token gesture? And what are the rights involved in this situation?

To summarize briefly what has already been widely publicized, Route 40 is a stretch of 62 miles between Washington and New York, often used by diplomats of African and Asian countries, particularly when the General Assembly of the U.N. is in session. Many of these nations cannot afford to maintain separate staffs in Washington and at U.N. headquarters; therefore their diplomats are often accredited to both places. Since February nine diplomats from African countries have been refused service along the Maryland section of Route 40. These incidents of racial discrimination have aroused such angry outbursts from abroad as to cause international repercussions and to hamper our country's foreign policy. The matter is of deep concern to the White House and the State Department.

Efforts by federal officials to end further insults to foreign diplomats traveling in Maryland have included the following: In April, President Kennedy wrote letters to the governors of Maryland and six other Eastern states, citing the need to assure friendly and dignified receptions for visiting diplomats. A few weeks later Angier Biddle Duke, Chief of Protocol, presided over a meeting on the same subject with representatives of the governors of 17 states. In July, at the instigation of the White House, Governor Tawes of Maryland publicly apologized to the ambassadors of Chad, Cameroon, Niger, and Togo, each of whom had been rebuffed, and asked that every Marylander place his nation's interest above his personal preference.

An intensive community-level effort was started in August, when representatives of federal and state agencies cooperated
in a project to persuade the restaurant owners to integrate their establishments. John Y. Yoshino of the President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunities was assigned by the White House to work with Douglas Sands, Executive Secretary of the Maryland Commission on Interracial Problems and Relations, in visiting the restaurants on Route 40. The Harford County Committee on Human Relations, a voluntary group of Negro and white citizens, was especially helpful in soliciting community support of this work.

The project was begun with personal interviews in order to sample the attitudes of individual restaurateurs and get their appraisal of their patrons' attitudes. The survey revealed a feeling that in order for restaurant integration to be successful, the community must be in favor of it and support it, and all the restaurants must integrate together. Other replies reflected a lack of understanding of some owners as to just what the problem entailed. Some suggested that African diplomats be served, and Negro citizens be excluded. Some suggested that diplomats be informed as to which public facilities were available to them. The primary fear of all the owners was that integration would make them lose business.

To clarify these attitudes, federal officials decided to take their case to the communities in a series of meetings throughout the state. The first, held September 25 at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, was a White House luncheon. Over 200 community leaders of Harford and Cecil Counties came. But in general those who attended failed to realize how America's image of democracy abroad has been clouded by racial insults witnessed or experienced by visiting diplomats. More personal interviews and conferences followed, and a committee of eight restaurateurs was formed. They agreed to meet with their competitors and colleagues in business to determine the most feasible course of action.

At the same time government officers continued to bring pressure for the passage of a public accommodations bill. Addressing Maryland's Legislative Council in September, Pedro Sanjuan, Assistant Chief of Protocol, spoke for the State Department in urging passage of a bill to end discrimination in hotels, restaurants, and other public accommodations. He called this a request by the Department of State for the assistance of the State of Maryland in insuring the success of the foreign policy of the United States.

The major breakthrough came on October 19 with a public statement by the Maryland Restaurant Association, which has a membership of more than 500 restaurants serving about 75 per cent of restaurant customers in Maryland. The Association called for a special session of the General Assembly to enact remedial legislation. This request was especially significant since past efforts to enact such a law had failed because of the opposition of the Restaurant Association. This support was the first given by the industry for a public accommodations bill.

CORE had meanwhile announced a Freedom Ride along Route 40 and was making extensive preparation for a test of restaurant policies. More than a thousand persons were scheduled to join the protest on Saturday, November 18. At the same time the Maryland Commission of Interracial Problems and Relations was working hard to head off the Freedom Ride by getting restaurants to agree to voluntary desegregation. Telegrams were sent to some 75 owners along the route. Finally, on November 12, the Commission was able to announce that 35 of the 75 restaurant owners had given assurances that they would integrate their services by November 22. William C. Rogers, Sr., Commission Chairman, said that he felt the other 40 owners would gradually desegregate since 35 had taken the lead. As a result of the announcement, CORE canceled the protest and called the decision to provide equal service for all "a Thanksgiving present for the American people."

Three things that were said recently help to illuminate this review.

In an article "I Will Keep My Soul" in the November issue of Progressive Magazine, James Farmer, Director of CORE, said, "The Freedom Riders' aim is not only to stop the practice of segregation but somehow to reach the common humanity of our fellow men and bring it to the surface where they can act on it themselves."

In the November 6 issue of The New Republic, Paul Konlin, writing from Lagos, Nigeria, about the Peace Corps said, "The United States' commitment in terms of money and manpower will grow steadily in Nigeria. . . . But as long as Africans are humiliated in restaurants and as long as American Negroes are discriminated against elsewhere, our credentials will continue being scrutinized with great skepticism."

And on November 13, following the Commission's announcement, Governor Tawes said, "I hope that the manner in which this problem [of racial discrimination in Maryland] was solved will serve as an inspiration to our sister states. It demonstrates that if Americans will face their responsibilities with courage and dedication, no problem is too big to be licked."

JENNIE MUSTAPHA

Shekinah

By RALPH A. LUCE, JR.

O Shekinah! Under your crest the fiery dove
Descends upon the alabaster breast
Of distraught sense; its brilliance mends
The scattered fragments of dismembered love.

O Shekinah! It's your white beard we call
The Ancient of Days. Hovering angels keep
An Angelus for wayward sheep;
The skulking wolf is driven to the wall.

O Shekinah! Your scepter is the Living Tree,
A mighty timber that withstood the flood
From Adam to Gethsemane.
It stands now in a bare and darkening wood.

("Shekinah" is defined in Webster's International Dictionary as "the Divine Manifestation, through which God's presence is felt by man. . . . The Shekinah is the radiance and glory of God manifested in the storm cloud, the cloud and fire over and in the tabernacle, the cloud on Sinai's summit, etc., that was in the Temple of Solomon.")
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Oren Buel Wilbur

OREN BUEL WILBUR died on October 23, 1961. Born February 15, 1863, he was a lifetime member of Easton, N. Y., Monthly Meeting and a member of the world community of Friends.

The life of Oren Buel Wilbur has cast the shadow of a century of Friendly spirit in the world. He did not age as he grew older. In New York and New England he came to stand for the continuity of Friends tradition through his knowledge of Quaker anecdotes and history. As Recorder of Easton Monthly Meeting and a member of the Records Committee of New York Yearly Meeting, he was custodian of many records dating to the settling of the Friends community in upper New York State and in Vermont. His home was the Job Wilbur homestead, a haven for slaves using the Underground Railroad, many of whom he remembered personally in later visits to the family. The brick meeting house built by Friends of North Easton, N. Y., in 1838 stands on land once given by the Wilbur family.

Oren Wilbur belongs to a vigorous tradition of Friends with a consuming concern for people. He was educated in Friends Seminary in Easton, N. Y., the University of the State of New York at Albany, and at Harvard University. He taught in local and in Friends schools, becoming Headmaster of Friends Academy, Locust Valley, Long Island, N. Y. He was a member of the Society of Friends who recognized no geographical boundaries for his interest, planning and attending the Friends World Conference in London in 1926, and visiting Friends and their Meetings as far north as Lapland, in the British Isles and in Europe, as well as in the United States and Cuba. His correspondence came from many lands and all kinds of people. Like John Woolman, he retired to his farm early so that he would have time for his large family, which included the Society of Friends. He is buried with his forbears in the cemetery surrounding the South Easton Meeting House, N. Y.

DOROTHY M. WILLIAMS
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Henry T. Wilt teaches Greek and Latin at the Cathedral School of St. Mary, and Latin and comparative linguistics at Adelphi College, both of which are located in Garden City, L.I., N.Y. He is a member of Matinecock Meeting, N. Y.

Katherine Hum Karsner is Clothing Secretary at the American Friends Service Committee Warehouse, Philadelphia. She is a member of Central Philadelphia Monthly Meeting.

Hildegard Wierc, an artist and lecturer, is in church work and designs and makes mosaics for a number of architects. Recently she and her family spent 18 months in Palestine and the Middle East, during which they took 4,000 colored slides. “Christmas in Palestine,” she writes, “is in every detail true.” Her address is 1179 Woods Road, Southampton, Pa.

Jennie Mustapha, a member of the Friends Meeting of Washington, D. C., retired last year from the position of Vice Principal of Cardozo High School in Washington, D. C.

Dorothy M. Williams is Assistant Clerk of Easton Monthly Meeting, N. Y.

Friends and Their Friends

Davis Melzer, to whom we are greatly indebted for the beautiful illustrations in this issue, is a graduate of George School and the Philadelphia Museum School of Art. As a free-lance illustrator he has done work for several churches and industrial groups. He is a member of Abington Monthly Meeting, Pa.

An appeal for 50,000 blankets and cash gifts for Algerian refugees in Tunisia and Morocco has been made by the American Friends Service Committee. The need in the two North African countries was stressed by Esther Rhoads, 43 Walnut Lane, Philadelphia, who returned recently from Tunisia, where during the past year she directed the Quaker relief program. The blankets will be distributed among refugees in Tunisia and Morocco who over the past several years have fled from Algeria. A total of more than 500,000 are in the two countries. The AFSC programs of assistance to Algerian refugees are centered in Tunis, Tunisia, and Oujda, Morocco. Blankets contributed to the AFSC may be shipped to its warehouse at 23rd and Arch Streets, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

Charles Wetherill Hutton, Headmaster of Oakwood School, Poughkeepsie, N. Y., will become Principal of Friends School, Wilmington, Del., as of July 1, 1962. He will succeed Wilmer R. Jones, who retires in June after 27 years of distinguished service to the school. Charles Hutton, who is 44, has been Headmaster for five years at Oakwood School, a coeducational boarding school operated by New York Yearly Meeting.

Thomas E. Purdy, now in his second year as Assistant Headmaster at Oakwood School, will become Headmaster of Oakwood School on July 1, 1962, succeeding Charles W. Hutton.

Both Friends schools feel that the appointees are eminently well-qualified for their new responsibilities.

The 1962 biennial conference held by Friends General Conference will be from June 22 to 29 in Cape May, N. J. The theme for the conference is “With Thee to bless, the darkness shines as light.” The theme is a line from the hymn, “God of Our Life. Through All the Circling Years,” written by Hugh D. Kerr. Principal speakers secured to date for the biennial conference are William O. Douglas, Richard Ulmann, Katharine McBride, and William Lotspeich.

Charles W. Hughes and A. Day Bradley have published in Volume 29, 1961, of Vermont History (pages 153-187), a carefully documented article entitled “The Early Quaker Meetings of Vermont.” A list of the source material is part of the paper.
Friends in Abilene, Texas, have started an advertising campaign in the Abilene Reporter-News. Recently the Sunday edition of this paper contained the first Quaker advertisement under the headline “A Quaker Thought from: W. W. Comfort,” followed by a quotation. Each week the quotation will be different, and the name in the headline will change. The reader is offered free literature. Those who respond receive four leaflets and a brief personal note inviting them to inquire by telephone for further information. The Abilene Friends Information Service is composed of William Starr and John Barrow of Austin Monthly Meeting and William Lambert from Abilene.

The establishment of a Preparative Meeting in northern Virginia, to be called Langley Hills Meeting, has been approved by the Friends Meeting of Washington, D.C. This new group of Friends has decided to purchase the Lutheran Church in Langley, where it has been meeting. The building is in excellent condition, and the sale price was “purposely” set low for sale to a religious group.

Richard R. Wood has written a 28-page booklet entitled William Penn, a 20th Century Perspective, which has been published by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting (1515 Cherry Street, Philadelphia 2, Pa.). It sets Penn in the historical conditions of his time and appraises his philosophy about The Peace of Europe and the Indians in the light of our modern experiences. The price of the pleasantly decorated brochure is 25 cents.

The movement of making voluntary contributions to the U.N. is, as our readers know, growing among Friends and pacifists of other persuasions. A recent communication gives information about the use of such contributions. It reads in part as follows:

As of October 31, 1961, the $56,000 which has been voluntarily contributed to technical assistance has almost entirely been devoted to the self-help housing project in Somalia. This pilot project can be established in other African nations if further voluntary funds are available. The technical assistance program feels that this is a vital experimental effort with broad implications for the development of better housing in rural communities. Already a model home has been finished and 15 selected families are building their own homes with U.N. technical advice. “An important aspect of the project is the training of team leaders, construction foremen, and householders who will contribute their own labor. Five graduates from vocational training school will participate. . . . In the future the Development Bank of Somalia will aid in this demonstration of the feasibility of housing programs for low-income families.”

Over the past year, $180,000 has been contributed voluntarily to the Congo Fund to expand health and educational undertakings. The majority of these funds have come from Europe.

Many readers will remember the article by Norman Cousins, “The War Against Man” (see page 465 of our issue for August 9, 1958), which was the text of his address at the 1958 Friends General Conference at Cape May, N. J. The article referred with impressive detail to the unfortunate Polish victims of the Nazi invasion, known as the “Ravensbrück lapsins” or guinea pigs. Seventy-three Polish women had been subjected to medical experiments during World War II at Ravensbrück and Dachau, leaving them with some serious and permanent damage to their health.

As a result of the untiring efforts of Norman Cousins, the West German government has now agreed to pay amounts ranging from $6,250 to $10,000 to each of these 73 survivors, based on the extent of permanent injury. According to the report in the New York Times, these sums represent substantial amounts of money in Poland.

It will be remembered that Norman Cousins, Editor of the Saturday Review, was also instrumental in bringing the “Japanese Maidens” to the United States for surgical treatment of the injuries they received during the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.

Eighty-two-year-old Marie George, who makes collections of rocks and shells for sale to museums and universities, is also selling her collections for the benefit of the American Friends Service Committee. Collections, which range in price from 60 cents to $3.00, may be seen and purchased at the AFSC Pacific Southwest Regional Office, 825 East Union Street, Pasadena 20, Calif. A feature article about Marie George appeared recently in the Milwaukee Journal, to which reference is made in the November Reporter of the Pasadena AFSC office.

The first number of a four-page newsheet, AFSC Reporter, was issued in September from Pasadena, Calif. Published by the American Friends Service Committee, Pacific Southwest Region, through voluntary contributions, it will appear monthly except July and October. David Walden is Chairman of the Publication Committee. The mail address is P.O. Box 991, Pasadena, Calif.

Robert A. Seeley, a member of Plymouth Meeting, Pa., spent the past summer working with an AFSC peace caravan in a number of California cities. His group addressed “any and every group that would have us,” he writes, “from the American Legion to the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom.” As was to be expected, the caravan met with varying reactions from the public. Summing up his impressions, Robert Seeley wrote: ‘All in all, I would say that I enjoyed the Caravan immensely. I was discouraged by the receptions we got at some places—such as Santa Cruz, where security officers came to all our meetings and we were called a Communist front—but the benefits to me were incalculable. I would definitely recommend the peace caravan to those young people who are concerned about peace.”
Kenneth E. Boulding, of Ann Arbor, Mich., is one of three men who announced on November 2 the establishment of the Canadian Peace Research Institute "to engage scientists in full-time research on problems that underlie international tensions and the nuclear peril." His associates are Dr. Norman Z. Alcock of Oakville, Ontario, and Dr. Brock Chisholm of Victoria, B.C.

The Friends Meeting at Rochester, N. Y., adopted in its November business meeting an extensive statement dealing with the present emergency, from which we reprint the following passage: "If as American people we profess to hold a belief in the dignity of man, then that belief must be expressed in our foreign policy. We submit that our only hope of influencing the world toward a fuller realization of this ethic is to formulate our national policy so that it acts consistently in favor of the individual and his needs. It must clearly separate morality from expediency; it must support and strengthen the United Nations; it must de-emphasize military solutions to human problems; it must be ready to take a calculated risk and act unilaterally, if necessary, in favor of man and his aspirations toward a world community."

Katharine M. Wilson of London, England, whose thought-provoking articles are familiar to our readers, has resigned as Chairman of the Seekers Association, London, but, happily, will carry on as Vice Chairman. A comment in The Seeker for October, 1960, says: "No one can have worked harder or more effectively for the Association." The new Chairman is Julian Harrison of 57 Porchester Terrace, London W. 2, England. The Seekers Association, founded in 1946, "is based on trust in the Inward Light, and its primary aim is to encourage the personal and corporate search for truth in a spirit of free and reverent enquiry; a spirit devotionally strong as well as intellectually honest. It seeks to relate religion to the study and experience of modern people and to provide fellowship among its members."


The Meeting School, West Rindge, N. H., is launched on its fifth year with 39 students, 17 of whom are Friends. There are two members of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting enrolled, Ross Connelly from Ward, Pa., and Stephen Jacob from Swarthmore, Pa.

Cynthia Bliss, a graduate of the school and a third-year Antioch College student, is spending the year at Le Collège Cevenol in Chambon, France, where she is acting as dormitory counselor for the younger girls and helps with the recreation program.

Stephen Jacob, a senior at the school who is a member of Providence Meeting, Pa., has launched a program of woodland improvement on the school's 90-acre wood lot and has qualified the school as a certified tree farm. Through state and federal guidance, he has weeded and pruned 15 acres of woods. He supervises a weekly two-hour all-school work period in the wood lots.

George I. Bliss, Clerk

**Paul Cuffee Sesquicentennial**

A sesquicentennial celebration in honor of Captain Paul Cuffee, a Westport, Mass., Friend, was held on November 5, 1961, at Central Village Meeting, Westport, Mass. Some 200 persons were present, including 12 descendants of Paul Cuffee, representing three generations.

One hundred and fifty years ago Capt. Paul Cuffee sailed from Westport to Sierra Leone on the West Coast of Africa to establish there a colony of 38 freed American Negroes. The owner of a 270-ton ship, two brigs, and a number of smaller vessels, besides valuable real estate in New Bedford and Westport, he continued all his life to be active in what pertained to the political rights of Negroes, education, and freedom of the spirit. The colony established in Sierra Leone, one speaker said, "became a pilot project for the rehabilitation of the entire continent."

H. E. Tucker, head of chancery in the Sierra Leone Embassy, Washington, who was present, spoke of the need for equipment in his country's schools. Dr. Frank J. Lepreau, Clerk of Westport Meeting, recently returned from two months of service in the Friends mission hospital, Kenya, stressed the need for more schools and of adequate drugs and supplies in the hospital. Prof. Sheldon Harris of New Bedford Institute of Technology outlined the many facets of Paul Cuffee's unusual career. At the conclusion of the program Dr. Lepreau read a letter from the Meeting to be sent to the Prime Minister of Sierra Leone. The next day the New Bedford, Mass., Standard-Times carried an excellent article on the celebration, illustrated with two photos of Meeting notables and friends, speakers, descendants and mementos of Paul Cuffee.

**Quaker Street Half-Yearly Meeting**

The Quaker Street Half-Yearly Meeting of the New York Yearly Meeting this fall instituted a program designed to bring more closely together its scattered small Meetings. During the week centering around the Half-Yearly Meeting at Powell House on October 8, Bliss and LaVerne Forbush visited at each of the small Meetings, staying with members of the Meetings and in most cases visiting informally with groups of the members. At each Meeting Bliss Forbush gave a talk on
Letters to the Editor

Letters are subject to editorial revision if too long. Anonymous communications cannot be accepted.

I have heard much said recently about the “quality of vocal ministry in Friends meetings.” Is not the quality of silence just as important? There is real need to practice silent worship. It is difficult at first to sit through a silent meeting. At such times it is a great relief when someone finally gets up to speak.

Some vocal ministry, it is true, is prefaced by a silence so profound and so intense that it can be felt. Then indeed there is real joyfulness in the message and a sure knowledge that this is God’s voice. But it takes real effort to give oneself away to this kind of silent expectation. I feel we should pay as much or more attention to the quality of our silences as we pay to the quality of our ministry.

Havertown, Pa.

KATHLYN LEW

Your editorial comment on the action taken by some Chapel Hill Friends in the matter of fallout shelters is highly appreciated. I am sorry that my communication to you gave room to a slight misunderstanding. Not all the signers of the flyer by far are members of our Meeting. Some of the names belong to Durham and Guilford College Friends, and some to non-Friends, including a rabbi and several Protestant ministers.

Durham, N. C.

ADOLPHE FURTH

Recently we discovered that the 1961 calendar published by the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company features a print of the painting “The Cornell Farm,” by Edward Hicks. An attached sheet has a picture of Edward Hicks and several paragraphs about him and this picture. We wrote to the West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company at 230 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y., which sent us a copy of the calendar without charge. The size of the picture is 14 inches by 18 1/2 inches. We are going to frame our copy at the end of 1961.

Frogmore, S. C.

COURTNEY and ELIZABETH SIGELOFF

a subject previously selected by the Meeting. These talks were usually open to the public, thus being of benefit to the Meeting members and a means of outreach beyond the Meetings. The topics included “Quakers Look Within,” “Highlights and Personalities of Quaker History,” “Determining God’s Purpose,” and “Man’s Search for God.” The last named was the topic for the Half-Yearly Meeting afternoon session.

To each of these occasions Bliss Forbush brought a memorable combination of scholarly skill and personal warmth. Our Meetings were indeed brought closer. Horizons were widened through the content of the talks, and our circle of friends was widened through having Bliss and LaVerne Forbush in our midst. In his letter accepting our invitation to take part in the program, Bliss Forbush wrote, “I never heard of this plan being followed in modern times, and it sounds very interesting.” It was, indeed, a harking back to the days of earlier traveling Friends. The rewards are certainly not less than they were in earlier days.

ELSA STEINHILPER

Coming Events

(Deadline for calendar items: for the issue dated the first of a month, the 15th of the preceding month; for the issue dated the 15th of a month, the first of the same month.)

DECEMBER

24—Christmas Peace Pilgrimage from Nazareth to Bethlehem, Pa. For route see page 509. Participants should dress properly for walking in the cold. Cars may be parked in Nazareth Center Square and at Hecktown; shuttle service will be provided, returning drivers to their cars.

29 to January 1—Midwinter Institute at Pendle Hill, Wallingford, Pa., on Problems of the Quaker Ministry. Participating, Paul Lacey, Helen Hole, Dan Wilson, and Thomas S. Brown. Cost, Friday supper through Monday lunch, $17.25. For reservations, write Midwinter Institute at Pendle Hill.

JANUARY

4 to 10—Australia General Meeting at Hobart, Tasmania, Australia.

7—Frankford Friends Forum, Unity and Walnut Streets, Philadelphia, 8 p.m.: George Willoughby, member of the crew of the Golden Rule, Executive Secretary of the Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors, “A Quaker Witness for the Nuclear Age.”

12 and 15—Annual Report Meetings of the American Friends Service Committee at the Race Street Meeting House, Philadelphia. Friday, January 12:

10 a.m., informal meeting of the Corporation.
7 p.m., “Security through Civil Defense?” considered by a panel, followed by audience participation.

Saturday, January 13:

10:30 a.m., “Love Expressed in Service and Seeking,” participants and observers on youth activities.
12 noon, lunch at nearby restaurants or in AFSC lunchroom.
12:30 p.m., film, “Which Way the Wind?” (peace).
1 p.m., film, “Strangers to Hope” (Algerian refugees).
1:30 p.m., “Secure Communities Are Inclusive Communities,” Charlotte Meacham.
2:30 p.m., “The International Community,” Barrett Hollister and George Loft.
4 p.m., tea in Cherry Street Room.

BIRTH

SAVAGE—On November 17, to Robert H and Deborah Furnas Savage, their third son, PAUL HUNTINGTON SAVAGE. His father is a member of Exeter Monthly Meeting, Pa., and his mother is a member of Gwynedd Monthly Meeting, Pa.

MARRIAGE

ANDREWS-MEEKER—On November 24, at Montclair, N. J., Meeting House, MARY MEEKER, a member of Montclair Meeting, N. J., and until her marriage Dean at George School, Bucks County, Pa., and BURTON ANDREWS, a member of Albany Meeting, N. Y., Clerk of Quaker Street Half-Yearly Meeting, and a member of the faculty of the Albany Law School.

DEATHS

FOSTER—On November 5, at her home, Massachauge Road, Watch Hill, R. I., KATHERINE W. FOSTER, aged 68 years, daughter of Edwin B. and Lucy Wilbur Foster, a member of Westerly Meeting, Rhode Island.

GILBERT—On October 20, at Grace Cottage Hospital, Townshend, Vt., ELIZA EARLE GILBERT, aged 78 years, daughter of the late Walter Culis and Eliza Whitehead Gilbert, a member of Flushing Meeting, N. Y.
MEETING ADVERTISEMENTS

ARIZONA

PHOENIX — Sundays, 9:45 a.m., Adult Study; 11 a.m., Meeting for Worship and First-day School, 315 E. Camelback Rd., Phoenix. Telephone 383-2080.

TUCSON — First Friends Meeting (Pacific Yearly Meeting), 1216 E. Speedway, Worship, 10 a.m. Elisa T. Kirk, Clerk. Route 7, Box 274, Axtell 8-6072.

CALIFORNIA

OAKLAND — Meeting, 11 a.m., 7380 Eades Avenue, Visitors call GI 4-7494.

LOS ANGELES — Meeting, 11 a.m., Univ. Metz Church, 4th floor, 817 W. 34th Street.

PALO ALTO — First-day school for adults 10 a.m., for children, 10:45 a.m. Meeting for worship at 11 a.m., 957 Corado.

PASADENA — 226 E. Orange Grove (at Oakland). Meeting for worship, Sunday, 11 a.m.

SACRAMENTO — Meeting, 10 a.m., 2920 21st St. Visitors call 431-6331.

SAN FRANCISCO — Meeting for worship, First-days, 11 a.m., 2160 Lake Street.

COLORADO

BOULDER — Meeting for worship at 10 a.m.; First-day school and adult discussion at 11:00 a.m.; 3525 Upland; Clerk: HI 2-3047.

DENVER — Mountain View Meeting, 10:45 a.m., 2026 S. Williams, Clerk, SU 9-1790.

CONNECTICUT

HARTFORD — Meeting, 11 a.m., First-day school, 11 a.m., 144 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford.

DELAWARE

WILMINGTON — Meeting for worship at Fourth and West Sts., 9:15 and 11:15 a.m. (First-day school at 10:00); 121 School Rd., 9:15 a.m., followed by First-day school.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON — Meeting, Sunday, 9 a.m. and 11 a.m.; Sunday School, 10:30; 2111 Florida Avenue, N.W., one block from Connecticut Avenue.

FLORIDA

DAYTONA BEACH — Meeting 3:45 p.m., first and third First-days, social room of First Congregational Church, 201 Volusia Ave.

GAINESVILLE — Meeting for worship, First-days, 11 a.m. 116 Florida Union.

JACKSONVILLE — Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Nelms Bldg., Jacksonville University. Contact BV 4-8434.

MIAMI — Meeting for worship at Sunset and Coralia, Coral Gables, on the south Miami bus line, 11 a.m.; First-day school, 10 a.m. Miriam Trull, Clerk, TU 5-9535.

ORLANDO-WINTER PARK — Meeting, 11 a.m., 315 E. Marks St., Orlando, MI 7-9329.

PALM BEACH — Friends Meeting, 10:30 a.m., 283 North Ocean Blvd, Lake Worth. Telephone 883-8060.

ST. PETERSBURG — First-day school and meeting, 11 a.m., 130 10th Avenue S.E.

GEORGIA

ATLANTA — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 9:30 a.m., 1525 Church St., N.E. Atlanta. Telephone 3-7066.

INDIANA

EVANSVILLE — Meeting, Sundays, YMCA, 11 a.m. For lodgings or transportation call Corinna Catlin, HA 3-3163; after 4 p.m., HA 2-8723.

INDIANAPOLIS — Lantern Friends, meeting for worship, 10 a.m., 1000 W. 42nd. Telephone AX 1-6977.

IOWA

DES MOINES — South entrance, 2920 30th Street, worship, 10 a.m.; classes, 11 a.m.

LOUISIANA

NEW ORLEANS — Friends meeting each First-day, 11 a.m. Meeting for worship each Sunday, 11 a.m. Telephone PL 3-5937.

MASSACHUSETTS

CAMBRIDGE — Meeting, Sunday, 9:30 Longfellows Park (near Harvard Square). 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.; telephone TR 6-5868.

WELLESLEY — Meeting, 10:30 a.m., 1567 Wellesley Street, 10:30 a.m., 1567 Wellesley Street.

WORCESTER — Pleasant Street Friends Meeting, 601 Pleasant Street. Meeting for worship each First-day, 11 a.m. Telephone FL 3-8557.

MICHIGAN

DETROIT — Meeting, Sundays, 11 a.m. in Highland Park YWCA, Woodward and Winona, TO 7-7410; evening.

DETROIT — Friends Church, 9440 Sorrento. Meeting, 11 a.m. Robert Hendren Clerk, 913 Rivid, Grasse Pointe, Mich.

MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS — Meeting, 11 a.m., First-day school, 10 a.m. 801 Abbey Avenue S., phone WA 6-9675.

MISSOURI

KANSAS CITY — Meeting, 11 a.m., 300 West 39th Street, 10:30 a.m. Call HA 4-0888 or CR 2-6996.

ST. LOUIS — Meeting, 2339 Rockford Ave., Rock Hill, 10:15 a.m.; phone FA 6-0423.

NEBRASKA

LINCOLN — Meeting and First-day school, 10 a.m., 3319 South 40th Street.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

HANOVER — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 11 a.m., Sunday, D.C.U. Lounge, College Hall (except Dartmouth College Union Service Sundays), Henry B. Williams, Clerk.

NEW JERSEY

ATLANTIC CITY — Meeting for worship, First-day school, 9:30 a.m., 1102 South Carolina and Pacific Avenues.

DOVER — First-day school, 10:30 a.m., worship, 11 a.m., Quaker Church Road.

DAddoNSFieLD — Meeting for worship, 11 a.m., First-day school, 9:45 a.m., Lake Pointe Drive.

MAKAKAQUAN — First-day school, 10 a.m., meeting, 11:15 a.m., route 35 at Manassas Road, Walter Longstreet, Clerk.

MONTCLAIR — 289 Park Street, First-day school and worship, 10 a.m. (July, August, 10 a.m.), Visitors welcome.

SEAVILLE — Meeting for worship, 11 a.m. Main Shore Road, Route 9, Cape May County, Visitors welcome.

NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE — Meeting and First-day School, 11 a.m., 815 Girard Blvd., N.E., John Atkinson, Clerk. Alpine 5-9688.

SANTA Fe — Meeting, Sundays, 11 a.m., Olive Rush Studio, 630 Canyon Road, Santa Fe. Jane H. Baumann, Clerk.

NEW YORK

ALBANY — Worship and First-day school, 11 a.m., YMCA, 425 State St.; Albany 3-6242.

BUFFALO — Meeting and First-day school, 11 a.m., 12 N. Parade; phone NF 4-3214.

CLIpcTON — Meeting, Sundays, 11 a.m., 10916 York Ave., Yorktown Art Center, College St.

LONG ISLAND — Second floor, 10a.m., 10916 York Ave., Yorktown Art Center, College St.

NEW YORK — First-day meetings for worship, 11 a.m., 221 E. 16th St., Manhattan 22 Washington Square, W., 1st Floor, 10 a.m.; 2nd floor, 3rd Floor, 10 a.m. Telephone St. 6-3973.

RivarD — Meeting, Sundays, 11 a.m., 12 N. Parade; phone NF 4-3214.

SARATOGA — Worship, Sundays, 11 a.m., 133 Fosham Rd., Clerk, William Vicker, 162 Washington Ave., Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y.

SYRACUSE — Meeting and First-day school, 11 a.m., YMCA, 558 E. Oneida St.

NORTH CAROLINA

CHAPEL HILL — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 11:30 a.m., 1022 H. P. W. Y., Chapel Hill, NC.

CHARLOTTE — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 11:30 a.m., 1022 H. P. W. Y., Chapel Hill, NC.

OHIO

E. CINCINNATI — Meeting for worship, 11 a.m., 8582 Center St., Cincinnati 38.

CLAYTON — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 11:30 a.m., 1022 H. P. W. Y., Chapel Hill, NC.

COLUMBUS — Meeting for worship and First-day school, 11:30 a.m., 1022 H. P. W. Y., Chapel Hill, NC.

PENNSYLVANIA

HARRISBURG — Meeting and First-day school, 11 a.m., YWCA, 4th and Walnut Sts.

KIEFER — Buckingham Field, 11 a.m., First-day school, 10:30 a.m. Meeting for Worship at 11 a.m.
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**TEXAS**

**AUSTIN** — Worship, Sundays, 11 a.m., First-day school, 10 a.m., 606 Rathervue Place, Otto Hofmann, Clerk, 11-2-2585.

**DALLAS**—Sunday, 10:30 a.m., Adventist Church, 1750 N. Central Expressway, Clerk, Kenneth Carroll, Religion Dept., 1750 N. Central Expressway, 3311 South St., W. Third.

**HOUSTON** — Live Oak Friends Meeting, Sunday, 11 a.m., Council of Churches, 9 Chelsea Place, Clerk, Walter Whitson; Jackson 9-6413.

**AVAILABLE**

THOM SEHREMA—UPHOLSTERER will go within 20 miles, Media, Pa. Lddow 6-7592. Member Swarthmore Meeting.

ARE YOU ENGAGED? The Farm on the Hill, Motor Route 3, Swiftwater, Pennsylvania (open all year) is a haven for newlyweds only. Your own secluded cottage, with meals at our old homeost. Lots to do, but no planned program.

Swimming every day of the year in our indoor-outdoor pool. Write (mentioning dates) for details and booklet "Planning Your Honeymoon."

**EASTMAN DILLON, UNION SECURITIES & CO.**

Members New York Stock Exchange

**INVESTMENTS**

WILLIAM EDWARD CADBURY

PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Broad and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia 7, Pa.

---

**FOR RENT**

**TWO 2-ROOM AND ONE 5-ROOM MODERN APARTMENT with separate entrances, in a renovated Philadelphia house at Pawleys Island, South Carolina. For details write David T. Smith, Box 853, Duke Hospital, Durham, North Carolina.**

**WANTED**

MATH AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES TEACHER. The Meeting School will need, starting September, 1962, an adventurous couple, interested in living closely with young people and contributing to their spiritual and intellectual development. Write George L. Bliss, Clerk, Rindge, New Hampshire.

A PART-TIME VOLUNTEER to help Consultative Peace Council coordinate efforts of various pacifist coal mining agencies in civil defense field. Write Larry Miller, 1515 Cherry St., Philadelphia, Pa.

**PRINCIPAL FOR LANDOWNE FRIENDS SCHOOL, September, 1962** — Opportunity for individual concerned with Friends education and growth, development, and spiritual nurture of children. General responsibility for School under care of School Committee of Philadelphia Annual Meeting. Teaching responsibilities to be determined by his or her qualifications and interests. Write Peace Council, Landowne Friends School, 110 North Landowne Avenue, Landowne, Pennsylvania.

**PART-TIME COORDINATOR** for Western Quarterly Meeting. For further details write Dorothy C. Morse, R.D. No. 2, Kennett Square, Pennsylvania.

**COLLEGE GIRL** desires to travel with family this summer. Write Jane Taylor, Chalfont, Pa.

**NEEDED to aid in the care and restoration of hospitalized coal miners and their dependents:** Registered Occupational Therapist, with sensitivity to the special needs and potentialities of these patients; also imagination and ingenuity to develop effective recreation programs for long-term patients, some elderly. Excellent full-time medical staff, physical therapy, ultra modern small hospital part of 16-hospital network built and operated to serve coal miners and their dependents. Located in Appalachian Mt. area long a special concern of AFSC. Unusual opportunity for genuine service and professional enrichment. Prefer someone over 40 without school age children. Telephone collect: OPAL GOODWIN, EX 3-0594, Miners Memorial Hospital, 1427 Eye Street, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

---

Counseling Service of the Family Relations Committee

For appointments, with Rev. Ernest Dewees, M.D., 311 N. Princeton Ave., Swarthmore, Pa., call KI 4-8977.

With Christopher Nicholson, M.S.W., Philadelphia 46, Pa., call VI 4-8909 between 8 and 10 p.m.

With Karole Solnit, M.S.S., Bryn Mawr, Pa., call LA 5-9752 between 8 and 10 p.m.

Books on Family Relations can be borrowed through Philadelphia Yearly Meeting office.
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HOUSE FOR SALE
BRYN MAWR, PA... $16,900
Handsome modern stone colonial home, in beautiful residential section, features plaster construction throughout, huge living room, formal dining room, large modern kitchen, screened patio, three twin sized bedrooms, large landscaped deep plot, attached garage. Vacant for immediate occupancy. FHA financial available.
FRIENDS SUBURBAN HOUSING, INC.
52 Cricket Ave., Ardmore, Pa. MI 9-2911

FOR THE BEST RESULTS, ADVERTISE IN THE FRIENDS JOURNAL

Winter or Retire in Florida
In a modernized charming old house, with pleasant people, in a neighborly village near Mount Dora, Florida. Rooms either with or without kitchenette, either one or two persons, $15 to $18 per week. Everything furnished including fruit from our grove, stores and restaurants convenient. For more information write to
OAK LAWN
E. KING, BOX 165, ZELLWOOD, FLORIDA

Please mention the FRIENDS JOURNAL when you patronize our advertisers.

New Year’s Eve—WINTER ALCOHOL WITH SQUARE DANCING
HOEDOWN HALL
(Where the good times are)
500 E. RED BANK AVE.
WOODBURY, N. J.
Information call
1-10-904 or 4-6800

CRETH & SULLIVAN, INC.
Insurance
320 WALNUT STREET
PHILADELPHIA 6, PA.
WAIlnut 2-7900

LET US SOLVE YOUR INSURANCE PROBLEMS

CREMATION
Friends are reminded that funds are available for the purpose of cremation.
Send for application forms to
HENRY BECK, Director,
Anna T. James Cremation Fund,
2062 Germantown Avenue,
Philadelphia 43, Pa.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
Builders of Confidence
Since 1868

IT’S SO EASY TO OPEN
AN INSURED SAVINGS ACCOUNT BY MAIL
Send a check and your name and address, your account will be insured by the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation up to $10,000. Legal investment for Trust Funds.
LANGHORNE FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
126 S. Bellevue Avenue, Langhorne, Pennsylvania
A. PAUL TOWNSEND, JR., Secretary
Skyline 7-5138
ASK OUR OPINION OF YOUR SECURITIES

HECKER & CO.
Members of New York Stock Exchange
LIBERTY TRUST BUILDING
Brood and Arch Streets
Philadelphia 7, Pa.
LOCust 4-3500
CHARLES J. ERICKSON
Registered Representative

BERKLEY CONVALESCENT HOME
Baltimore Pike & Lincoln Avenue
Swarthmore, Pa.
Telephone Kingswood 3-0272
Private and semiprivate rooms
Quiet 10-acre estate
24-hour understanding nursing care
Under personal supervision of
MRS. ELLEN M. WOOD

AR E YOU A SUBSCRIBER OR ONLY A READER?

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS
Books for Pleasure Books for Knowledge
Books for Children

FRIENDS BOOK STORE
302 Arch Street Philadelphia 6, Pa.
Write or telephone Market 7-5576
FREE PARKING — ENTRANCE BESIDE BOOK STORE

"A QUAKER BOY GROWING UP"
An interesting and inspiring book for any home or library

By CHARLES ALLEN ROWE, Bucks County, Pennsylvania

With over seventy-five years of still active life he tells
of his struggle and success, and enjoyable world travels.

"By inheritance and experience, Charles Allen Rowe is eminently
qualified to tell the story of A Quaker Boy Growing Up. All those
who have known him have benefited by the kind of spirit, understanding,
and perpetual kindness that is at the heart of Quaker tradition.
The story of this Quaker boy should do a lot of good in the world."
CHARLES A. WELLS, Editor and Publisher of Between the Lines.
An elderly friend has said, "I have enjoyed Charles Rowe's life
story so much that each of my married sons will receive a copy for
Christmas."
The Trustees of the Mary L. Cook Public Library, Waynesville,
Ohio, write, "The book has already been enjoyed by many and will
continue to be eagerly read in this early Quaker Community."

ORDER A COPY AT YOUR BOOK STORE OR FROM THE
EXPOSITION PRESS, 386 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 16, N.Y.
Illustrated $3.00

TEENAGE ADVENTURES
Camping Afar, Under Quaker Leadership
Summer 1962 Trips to Hawaii
or Central America

HOLY-LAND — EGYPT
34 days land tour! Complete with round
trip N.Y.C., $1,610. Accommodations.
Personal contact with people. Meet
leaders of Protestant—Orthodox—Coptic
Churches and Missions. Solid sightseeing.
Small group. Leader has lived
Inquiries to
SPECIAL ECUMENICAL TOUR
Wiencke-Loetz
SOUTHAMPTON, PA.

FUTURE TRANSPORTATION AND TRAVEL
The cutting edge of transportation of the 1960's

Allegheny National Forest
Abington Friends School
Jenkintown, Pennsylvania

Offering—
Preparation for college with
a concern for the fullest de-
velopment of the individual—
emphasis on academic excel-
lence, personal integrity, and
the social values that char-
acterize the Religious Society
of Friends—
A DAY SCHOOL
FOR BOYS IN KINDERGARTEN
FOR GIRLS FROM KINDERGARTEN
THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL

HOWARD W. BARTRAM, Headmaster
Will you have daily devotions in 1962?

It only takes five minutes ... for a morning devotion to start the new day, or for an evening devotion at the close. Can you "spare" that brief bit of time?

The Upper Room offers guidance for your daily devotions. Its meditations, prayers, Scripture selections and thoughts for the day give spiritual aid to those who use it.

World-wide in its circulation, The Upper Room is written and used by Christians of all evangelical denominations. Over 50,000 churches distribute it regularly to their members. If your church is not among that number, we invite you to use it in 1962.

Order now. 10 or more copies to one address, 75 cents per copy. Individual yearly subscriptions $1.00, three years $2. Address The Upper Room, 1908 Grand Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
SELLING YOUR HOUSE?
A non-discriminatory housing service in the Philadelphia suburbs... endorsed by Friends (Putting Beliefs Into Action)

List your Suburban House with us
- Your house will be made available to all buyers without regard to race, religion or national origin.
- We cooperate with other Brokers.
- We have sold over 50 properties.

WILBUR L. LIEW—Executive Vice-President
Friends Suburban Housing, Inc.
53 Cricket Avenue * Ardmore, Pa.
Midway 9-2911

PLEASE NOTIFY US THREE WEEKS IN ADVANCE OF ANY CHANGE OF ADDRESS

FRIENDS' CENTRAL SCHOOL
OVERBOOK, PHILADELPHIA 31, PA.

A Coeducational Country Day School
Four-year kindergarten through 12th Grade College Preparatory Curriculum
Founded in 1845 by the Society of Friends, our school continues to emphasize integrity, freedom, simplicity in education through concern for the individual student.

MERRILL E. BUSH, Headmaster

FRIENDS' SELECT SCHOOL
THE PARKWAY AT SEVENTEENTH ST.
PHILADELPHIA 2, PENNSYLVANIA
Established 1889
Coeducational Day School
Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade
While college preparation is a primary aim, personal guidance helps each student to develop as an individual. Spiritual values and Quaker principles are emphasized. Central location provides many educational resources and easy access from the suburbs. Friends interested in a sound academic program are encouraged to apply.

G. Laurence Blauvelt, Headmaster

FRIENDS ACADEMY
ESTABLISHED 1877
This coeducational day school within 26 miles of New York provides a well balanced college preparatory program designed to stress in the student a desire to live a creative Christian life in today's world.
Kindergarten through Grade 12
A reduction in tuition is available to members of The Society of Friends.

ALEXANDER TUNSTALL MACNUTT
Headmaster
Box B, Locust Valley, Long Island, N. Y.

Oakwood's plant is being steadily modernized. The girls' dormitory was new in 1956, and a gymnasium and activities building was completed in 1958. Two new dormitory units, each a residence for 30 boys, were completed in 1961.

OAKWOOD SCHOOL
Grades 9 to 12 inclusive
POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW YORK

Penn Charter's Message to Friends Not Enrolled in a Friends School:
If the cost of attending a Friends school has discouraged you, if you wish a sound education with healthy athletic and extracurricular programs for all students, and if you value a strengthening Quaker atmosphere in education, we invite you to consider PENN CHARTER.
Founded in 1689 and carrying on the concern for education expressed in William Penn's Charter, under which it now operates, Penn Charter can offer substantial scholarship aid to students of good character and ability whose financial resources are limited. It welcomes inquiries from Friends.

The Headmaster, JOHN F. GUMMERE
William Penn Charter School

BOYS—Kindergarten through Grade 12
GIRLS—Kindergarten through Grade 2

GIFTS WITH RESERVATION OF LIFE INCOME
A gift to EARLHAM with reservation of income for life has the following advantages:
(1) There is a significant saving on income tax for the year in which the gift is made.
(2) There is no capital gains tax on farm, business property or stock which has increased in value; thus the income is derived from the full value of the property or stock.
(3) The full value of the property or stock is removed from the estate tax.
(4) The donor receives expert and conservative management of the funds given for his life benefit.
(5) There is a higher real and spendable income as the result of tax savings.
(6) The donor receives the satisfaction of having provided for benefits for students during his lifetime and continuing thereafter.

For further information write to
THE GENERAL SECRETARY
EARLHAM COLLEGE, RICHMOND, INDIANA